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Abstract
The use of real decision-making incentives remains under debate after decades of 
economic experiments. In time preferences experiments involving future payments, 
real incentives are particularly problematic due to between-options differences in 
transaction costs, among other issues. What if hypothetical payments provide accu-
rate data which, moreover, avoid transaction cost problems? In this paper, we test 
whether the use of hypothetical or one-out-of-ten-participants probabilistic—versus 
real—payments affects the elicitation of short-term and long-term discounting in a 
standard multiple price list task. We analyze data from a lab experiment in Spain 
and well-powered field and online experiments in Nigeria and the UK, respectively 
(N = 2,038). Our results indicate that the preferences elicited using the three pay-
ment methods are mostly the same: we can reject that either hypothetical or one-out-
of-ten payments change any of the four preference measures considered by more 
than 0.18 SD with respect to real payments.
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1 Introduction

Patience is becoming a major topic in economics.1 Patience refers to the preference 
for larger rewards in the future over smaller rewards at a sooner date. Time dis-
counting (TD) is the loss of utility associated to any reward that is deferred in time. 
Patient individuals, therefore, display lower TD than impatient individuals.

Time preferences are relevant in several domains. In the field of health behav-
ior, there is evidence suggesting that experimental measures of individuals’ patience 
negatively correlate with alcohol consumption, smoking behavior, and BMI 
(Borghans & Golsteyn, 2006; Chabris et al., 2008; Sutter et al., 2013). In education, 
the evidence suggests that subjects with a high level of patience have better educa-
tion outcomes (Castillo et al., 2019; Duckworth & Seligman, 2005; Golsteyn et al., 
2014; Kirby et al., 2005; Non & Tempelaar, 2016; Paola & Gioia, 2014) and are less 
likely to receive disciplinary referrals in school (Castillo et  al., 2011) or drop out 
of high school or college (Cadena & Keys, 2015). As regards the field of finance, 
patience is correlated with income, savings, and credit card borrowing (negatively) 
and is a good predictor of real-life wealth distribution (Ashraf et al., 2006; Epper 
et al., 2020; Giné et al., 2017; Meier & Sprenger, 2010, 2013; Tanaka et al., 2010). 
In other domains, patience has also been correlated with cognitive ability (Bosch-
Domènech et  al., 2014; Dohmen et  al., 2010; Frederick, 2005), criminal behavior 
(Äkerlund et al., 2016), the probability of divorce (Paola & Gioia, 2017; Schaner, 
2015), and social behavior (Dewitte & Cremer, 2001; Espín et  al., 2012, 2015; 
Rachlin, 2002).

TD is typically elicited using multiple price lists (MPL; Coller & Williams, 
1999) where subjects decide whether to take (the “sooner” option) or save (the 
“later” option) a certain amount of money over a series of independent choices with 
increasing interest rates.2

Although for experimental economists the use of monetary incentives has been 
practically a hallmark, some of the most acclaimed papers on TD (e.g., Ashraf et al., 
2006; Cadena & Keys, 2015; Golsteyn et al., 2014; Kirby et al., 2005; Sunde et al., 
2022) do not pay participants real monetary incentives, that is, decisions are hypo-
thetical. But are choices over hypothetical rewards as equally informative as incen-
tivized time preferences?

Besides the obvious monetary and logistics costs, the use of monetary incentives 
in TD is challenging. First, transaction costs and payment reliability need to be con-
stant across options regardless of the payment date (Cohen et al., 2020). For exam-
ple, future payments must be just as reliable as immediate payments. This problem 
is more prominent in the field, especially in low-income populations where most 

1 According to the Scopus database, the number of papers containing “time preference” in the title was 
about four times greater in 2018 than in 2000.
2 Another experimental method which is increasingly used to elicit time preferences is the so-called 
Convex Time Budgets (CTB) task designed by Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a, 2012b). Some recent 
experimental research in the field (Giné et al., 2017; Lührmann et al., 2018; Meier & Sprenger, 2013) 
implements this method. In contrast to standard MPLs, this method also allows for interior allocations.
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people are frequently unbanked or change their cell-phone numbers. All these fac-
tors increase the uncertainty associated with future payments and hence the prob-
ability that a subject will prefer the sooner option for reasons other than time 
preferences.

Second, subjects’ choices only reflect their time preference if they are liquidity 
constrained and cannot engage in intertemporal arbitrage (Frederick et  al., 2002; 
Lührmann et al., 2018). Otherwise, subjects should compare the interest rate offered 
in the task (r) to the market interest rate ( r ). For r < r , subjects can just take the 
money today and deposit it in the bank. For r > r , they should save all in the task.

Third, a higher expectation of inflation may lead an individual to prefer sooner 
smaller rewards without the influence of time preference, simply because the money 
is worthless in the future (Frederick et al., 2002; Martín et al., 2019).3

Fourth, there is a severe problem with data privacy. If subjects need to be paid 
by bank transfer, then they must disclose private information. Relatedly, there is 
growing interest in the development, malleability, and stability of time preferences 
(Alan & Ertac, 2018; Kim et al., 2018; Lührmann et al., 2018; Perez-Arce, 2017). 
These studies employ adolescent (or children) samples for which the use of real 
money requires special parental consent and additional requirements from ethics 
committees.

Thus, if the use of real incentives in TD elicitation is expensive, may induce 
biased estimates, and is, in general, so problematic, why do we pay decisions at all? 
Previous evidence directly comparing both mechanisms (i.e., real vs. hypothetical) 
is typically based on lab experiments with small samples (6 to 60 subjects), and 
low statistical power. Using a within-subject design, Madden et  al. (2003) com-
pared hyperbolic discount rates estimated from students’ choices over incentivized 
vs. hypothetical rewards and found no differences. Johnson and Bickel (2002), also 
using a within-subject design, found no significant differences between incentivized 
and hypothetical choices. Madden et  al. (2004) replicated the (null) results using 
a between-subject design. Bickel et al. (2009) compared TD choices with real and 
hypothetical money using neuroimaging and found no significant behavioral or neu-
robiological differences. Similar results were reported in Lawyer et al. (2011) and 
Matusiewicz et  al. (2013). In contrast, Coller and Williams (1999) found a weak 
significant difference between both mechanisms, but assignment of subjects to treat-
ments was not random.

Evidence from field experiments is even scarcer. Harrison et al. (2002) examined 
in Denmark whether variations in the Between-Subjects Random Incentive Sys-
tem (BRIS) had an impact on TD. Keeping the number of paid subjects per session 
fixed, they found no significant effect of session size (i.e., of paying probability). 
Ubfal (2016) estimated discount rates for six different goods among rural Ugandan 
households and found no significant differences between hypothetical and incentiv-
ized choices. In both studies, however, participants were not randomly assigned to 
treatments. Besides, Ubfal (2016) does not control for order effects.

3 Macchia et al. (2018) found that experimental subjects from a high inflation country (Argentina) dis-
counted future rewards more steeply than people from the UK.
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Apart from these papers, Falk et al. (2016) validated a hypothetical TD task using 
a real incentives task. They found that both measures were highly correlated and 
predicted real-life behaviors similarly. In addition, Matousek et al. (2022) meta-ana-
lyzed 56 studies (lab and field experiments) and showed that discount rates do not 
differ between experiments using real and hypothetical rewards.

This paper aims to shed light on this knowledge gap and quantify the impact of 
hypothetical vs. real rewards on TD elicitation. We study this in a comprehensive 
manner across different populations and settings. We analyze data from a lab experi-
ment in Spain, a lab-in-the-field experiment in rural Nigeria, and two online experi-
ments with participants from the UK. In addition, we examine the impact of another 
commonly used payment method consisting of paying only a fraction of subjects 
(BRIS). In all cases, subjects were randomly assigned to one of the three different 
payment mechanisms and the data allow us to test for effects on both short- and 
long-term discounting decisions as well as on the individual parameters obtained 
assuming quasi-hyperbolic preferences (i.e., the beta and delta discount factors).

Our results contribute to the debate and suggest that choices over hypothetical 
rewards do not differ from choices over real rewards in TD tasks. In fact, we believe 
that the accumulated evidence now allows us to conclude that hypothetical rewards 
do not induce relevant estimation bias. Furthermore, while our results for BRIS pay-
ment schemes are slightly more ambiguous, they also suggest little if any difference 
with respect to real rewards. However, further studies should analyze BRIS in more 
detail, for example, considering different payment probabilities (we only test for 
1/10 probability).

A notable feature of MPLs (and other experimental methods) is that they may 
yield biased discount rates as a consequence of the linear utility assumption. This 
assumption leads to upward-biased discount rate estimates if utility is concave 
(Andersen et al., 2008; Andreoni & Sprenger, 2012a). A solution to this issue is to 
use a double MPL method, to jointly estimate risk and time preferences.4 While our 
data do not allow us to accurately estimate time and risk preferences, in the Online 
Appendix (OA hereafter) we provide estimates of TD while controlling for risk pref-
erences in some of our datasets.5 The main results are not qualitatively affected.

These results are more than a purely methodological contribution. They have 
important implications for the budgets of research groups running TD experiments, 
especially in the field in developing and volatile economies, as well as for the design 
of large-scale representative surveys which increasingly include behavioral tasks to 
estimate economic preferences in the population.

4 However, the most important critique to (double) MPL methods is that risk preferences are not time 
preferences, that is, different utility functions might apply for time and risk preferences (Andreoni & 
Sprenger, 2012b).
5 Because time preferences should not be elicited apart from risk preferences (Andersen et  al., 2008), 
MPL TD tasks require eliciting risk preferences in a different task (e.g., Holt & Laury, 2002). This 
implies a significant increase in time response and costs. However, it also leads us to wonder if paying or 
not for the measurement of risk preferences produces the same findings. Brañas-Garza et al. (2021a) have 
shown that hypothetical and real rewards yield similar results.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The second section focuses on the 
main research questions and the third reports on general features of the design. Sec-
tion four provides an overview of the four studies. In section five, we report the main 
results. In the last section, we discuss the results and the contribution of the paper.

2  Questions to be addressed

The main research question of this paper is:

Q1: Do hypothetical payments (H) provide the same outcome as real payments 
(R) in TD elicitation tasks?

 Recently, several studies have used an intermediate solution as a cost-saving alter-
native to real payments: paying one subject out of X rather than all of them (i.e., 
BRIS). Hence, only a fraction of individuals is randomly selected to receive the real 
payments, and participants are aware of this probability ex-ante (Baltussen et  al., 
2012). The associated monetary and logistics costs decrease proportionally, but the 
rest of the problems (lack of trust, inflation, privacy, and financial arbitrage) remain 
untouched.

As a second goal of this research, we will compare this probabilistic mechanism 
with real payments. We rephrase Q1 as follows to account for BRIS:

Q2: Do one-out-of-ten payments (B) provide the same outcome as real pay-
ments (R) in TD elicitation tasks?

 To address Q1 and Q2, we conduct four experiments. We run a lab experiment 
with university students in Seville (Spain), a lab-in-the-field experiment in the Kano 
province of Nigeria, and two online experiments in Prolific Academic (in which the 
time horizons in the long-term block of the TD task differ; see below). These will be 
referred to as studies I to IV, respectively.

3  Treatments, balance, and MPL task

In the four studies, we follow the same protocol: participants are randomly assigned 
to one of the treatment arms (real, BRIS, or hypothetical: R/B/H). The randomiza-
tion allows us to evaluate the causal impact of different payment schemes over the 
estimated TD.

3.1  Treatments

We compare 3 treatments that differ in the probability of being paid:

• R: Earnings with probability P = 1, where all subjects get a real payment.
• B: Earnings with probability P = 1/10, where 1 subject out of 10 gets a real pay-

ment.
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• H: Earnings with probability P = 0, where none of the subjects get a real pay-
ment.

All the subjects were informed of their payment scheme ex-ante, but were unaware 
of the existence of other payment schemes (i.e., treatments).

3.2  Sample and balance across experiments

Section A (OA) provides details about the sample (Lab: n=119, Field: n=721; Pro-
lific 1: n=606; Prolific 2: n=592). This section also shows in detail the results of the 
randomization and balance between treatments (see Table A.1).

3.3  Eliciting time preferences

Our instrument to measure time preferences was an MPL adapted from Coller and 
Williams (1999) and Espín et al. (2012). Similar tasks have been used for instance in 
Burks et al. (2012), Espín et al., (2015, 2019), and Martín et al. (2019). Participants 
made a total of 20 binary choices between a sooner smaller amount of money and 
a later but larger amount in two blocks of ten decisions each. The first block (short-
term block) involves choosing between a no-delay option (“today”) and a one-month 
delay option in all the studies. The second block (long-term block) is the same in 
the first three studies but different in Study IV: it involves choosing between a one-
month delay option and a seven-month delay option in studies I-III, while it involves 
choosing between a one-month delay option and a two-month delay option in Study 
IV. Study IV aimed to analyze whether using the same one-month delay for both the 
short-term and long-term blocks, rather than different delays (i.e., one month and 
six months) as in the first three studies, makes any difference. We used the same 
amounts in both blocks, whereas interest rates vary according to the time horizon 
considered in each block. The amount of the sooner payoff was fixed across deci-
sions whereas the amount of the later payoff increased in interest rates from decision 
1 to decision 10 (see Table 1).

The protocol described above allows us to compute the beta and delta parameters 
(βi, δi) of a quasi-hyperbolic discount function (Burks et al., 2012; Laibson, 1997; 
McClure et al., 2004; Phelps & Pollak, 1968). The beta-delta model formalizes the 
individual’s discount function as Vd = βδtVu, where Vd is the discounted psychologi-
cal value of a reward with (undiscounted) value Vu which will be received in t time 
units. β and δ are the “beta” and “delta” discount factors, respectively. Theoretically, 
β and δ ∈ (0, 1]. The higher these discount factors, the more patient the individual is 
since delayed rewards are valued more (i.e., they are discounted less). The beta dis-
count factor refers to present bias, that is, the value of any non-immediate reward is 
discounted by a fixed proportion β, regardless of the delay. The delta discount factor 
captures “long-term discounting” in an exponential functional form, that is, for each 
unit of time that constitutes the delay to delivery, the value of a reward is discounted 
by δ. This model thus allows for a possible difference between short- and long-term 
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discounting and has been shown to predict outcomes better than other formulations 
(Burks et al., 2012).

We opted for the non-delayed option (“today”) because we wanted to test whether 
there are differences in beta (i.e., present bias) between treatment H and treatment 
R. Present bias refers to the apparent tendency of (some) individuals to assign a 
premium to immediate rewards (McClure et al., 2004; Takeuchi, 2011). It is reason-
able to expect that the “today” option will induce stronger differences between hypo-
thetical and real rewards because the immediacy premium might partly capture dif-
ferences in uncertainty or transaction costs between immediate and non-immediate 
rewards (Chabris et al., 2008), which are absent in hypothetical scenarios. There is 
evidence that delaying the sooner option by one day helps to avoid possible con-
founds such as differential transaction costs between payment dates or trust issues 
(Sozou, 1998). Note that having payments today may make it more likely to capture 
present bias than having a front-end delay, assuming that the relevant threshold for 
immediacy is one day.

However, without a truly immediate option, the beta parameter cannot be accu-
rately estimated because any non-immediate reward is automatically discounted by 
beta. Technically speaking, for choices between non-immediate rewards, the beta 
parameter in Vd=βδtVu cancels out between the two sides of the equation. In our 
design with a “today” option, we therefore expected to find the strongest differences 
between the H and R treatments in present bias β, or short-term discounting.

In each block, we obtained the switching point and interpreted that, at that point, 
a participant was indifferent between both options. Following the protocol intro-
duced by Burks et al. (2012), we computed the β and δ for each participant. The time 
units were defined in months. As is standard in the literature, we assume that utility 

Table 1  MPL design across experiments

Monthly simple interest rates are displayed. In all studies except Study IV, the interest rates dif-
fer between the short-term and long-term blocks because the delays considered are one month and six 
months, respectively. In Study IV, the delay in both the short-term and long-term blocks is one month

Study I (euros) Study II (nairas) Studies III-IV 
(pounds)

Monthly interest rate

Sooner Later Sooner Later Sooner Later Short (%) Long Long 
(Study IV) 
(%)

10 10.00 400 400 3 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
10 10.70 400 427 3 3.20 6.70 1.12 6.70
10 11.30 400 453 3 3.40 13.40 2.23 13.40
10 12.00 400 480 3 3.60 20.10 3.35 20.10
10 12.70 400 507 3 3.80 26.70 4.45 26.70
10 13.30 400 533 3 4.00 33.30 5.55 33.30
10 14.00 400 560 3 4.20 40.00 6.67 40.00
10 14.70 400 587 3 4.40 46.70 7.78 46.70
10 15.30 400 613 3 4.60 53.40 8.90 53.40
10 16.00 400 640 3 4.80 60.00 10.00 60.00
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is linear over the relevant range of payoffs given that they are rather small. Note, 
however, that previous research suggests that risk aversion (i.e., the concavity of the 
utility function) should be accounted for to correctly estimate discount factors (e.g., 
Andersen et al., 2008). Since our goal is not to estimate aggregate discount factors 
but to compare the time preferences elicited using different payment methods, we 
assume that any effect of risk preferences will be compensated between treatments. 
Moreover, in the samples in which risk preferences were elicited we also control for 
them.

Table 2 provides the descriptive statistics for the short-term (β) and long-term (δ) 
discount factors obtained in each study. Note that, following standard methodology, 
we do not restrict β to be smaller than one, so that some individuals might display 
“future bias” (Balakrishnan et al., 2020; Jackson & Yariv, 2014; Takeuchi, 2011).

The proportion of inconsistent choices (multiple switching or non-monotonic pat-
terns) differs slightly across studies and blocks of the task, as can be seen in Table 2.

In Study I, 3.33% of participants made inconsistent choices in the short-term 
block, whereas none did so in the long-term block. In Study II, only 0.6% of the par-
ticipants made inconsistent choices in the short-term block and 0.28% in the long-
term block. It should be noted that the field data of Study II was gathered using 
enumerators who were trained to avoid inconsistencies. In Study III, 1.98% of the 
subjects made inconsistent choices in the short-term block and 1.16% in the long-
term block. Finally, in Study IV the figures were 1.51% and 1.34%, respectively. For 
the sake of completeness, in the empirical analysis we also consider the number of 

Table 2  Discount factors and 
number of later allocations by 
study

Variable Mean SD Min Max Incons (%)

Study I: Lab
 Beta 0.827 0.097 0.652 1.049 –
 Delta 0.937 0.020 0.918 0.990 –
 # later alloc. (short) 5.233 2.503 0 10 3.33
 # later alloc. (long) 2.617 2.577 0 9 0.00

Study II: Field
 Beta 0.744 0.142 0.612 1.089 –
 Delta 0.931 0.027 0.918 1.000 –
 # later alloc. (short) 2.617 3.898 0 10 0.55
 # later alloc. (long) 1.648 3.390 0 10 0.28

Study III: Prolific 1
 Beta 0.801 0.124 0.606 1.089 –
 Delta 0.939 0.026 0.918 1.000 –
 # later alloc. (short) 4.516 3.505 0 10 1.98
 # later alloc. (long) 2.853 3.374 0 10 1.16

Study IV: Prolific 2
 Beta 1.004 0.128 0.600 1.667 –
 Delta 0.786 0.127 0.600 1.000 –
 # later alloc. (short) 5.313 3.320 0 10 1.51
 # later alloc. (long) 5.379 3.310 0 10 1.34
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later allocations in the short- and long-term blocks as an alternative measure of indi-
viduals’ patience. Unlike beta and delta, these measures are not parameterized and 
consider individuals who make both consistent and inconsistent decisions (β and δ 
cannot be computed for inconsistent individuals).

Figure  1 shows the distribution of the number of later allocations by study. In 
Study II (Nigeria), 65% and 80% of the subjects chose the sooner option in all 10 
decisions (i.e., number of later allocations = 0) of the short-term and long-term 
block, respectively. In the literature it is common to find such a high percentage of 
people always choosing the sooner reward, particularly in field experiments. For 
example, Martín et al. (2019) found that 48% of Spanish Gitanos chose the sooner 
option. Of course, increasing the interest rate associated with the delayed reward 
would have probably reduced the number of sooner allocations in this study. Yet this 
would have been counterproductive in the experiments conducted with participants 
from Spain and the UK (i.e., studies I, III, and IV) where the data are quite well 
distributed.

Our procedure provides comparable decisions, and therefore comparable esti-
mates, across samples. Note that the GPS developed by Falk et  al. (2018) ranks 
Nigeria in 49th position (out of 76 countries) in terms of patience, whereas Spain 
and the UK rank 18th and 11th, respectively. Regardless of the time-horizon consid-
ered, participants in Nigeria appear to be more impatient than participants in Spain 
and the UK.

Yet, the goal of this study is not to compare patience between countries. As men-
tioned, an alternative method would be to adjust the interest rates to minimize cen-
soring in each study (especially in the field experiment). However, if distinct tasks 
are set in the different experiments, it would be impossible to know if the differ-
ences between studies in terms of the effect of incentives were due to differences 
between the tasks rather than differences between experimental settings (i.e., lab, 
field, online).

4  Implementation and sample

4.1  Study I: The lab experiment

In principle, the lab provides the most controlled setting to test whether different 
reward schemes affect TD measures. In the lab, experimenters have a higher degree 
of control over the environment and can ensure greater credibility for future pay-
ments. The lab typically also has some drawbacks though: participants are univer-
sity students, self-selected into the experiment, and with a relatively high socioeco-
nomic status.

We ran the lab experiment at the University of Seville and the Pablo de Olavide 
University, Spain, from April to May 2019. Participants were recruited in the two 
campuses using flyers and the School of Economics website. Among the 473 sub-
jects who signed up, 120 were randomly assigned to the study and then randomly 
assigned to treatments R, H, B.
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Fig. 1  Short- and long-term later allocations by study
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The sample was composed of students from undergraduate degree programs in 
business (31%), law and economics (24%), marketing (20%), economics (16%), and 
others. The average age of the participants was 22 and 39% were female. See Sec-
tion A (OA) for details.

For the final payments, as is standard in the literature, one out of the 20 deci-
sions (ranging 10 to 16 euros)6 was randomly selected for payments (see Charness 
et al., 2016, for a discussion on the validity of this payment method). In the R condi-
tion, all participants were paid the amount associated to their choice in that decision 
on the corresponding date (either “today,” or in one month, or in seven months), 
whereas in treatment B we randomly selected 10% of the participants to receive the 
money. No participant was selected for payment in the H treatment.

We offered participants the possibility of bank transfers, but only about 40% 
selected this option. The remaining 60% was paid in cash at the university on the 
day corresponding to the randomly selected decision. All participants received a 
show-up fee of 4 euros, were informed about the content of the experiment prior 
to participating and signed a consent form. The study was approved by the Ethics 
Committee of Loyola University.

4.2  Study II: The field experiment

In Study II, we explore the effect of hypothetical and BRIS methods in the field, 
with a more heterogenous sample compared to the lab. In addition, Study II provides 
a much larger sample and therefore a more powerful analysis.

We ran a lab-in-the-field experiment in Kano province, Northern Nigeria. The 
experiment was conducted in seven villages in the province (Albasu, Daho, Dorayi, 
Gidan Maharba, Farantama, Jáen, and Panda) from November 2018 to April 2019. 
A total of 721 households were randomly selected to obtain a representative sample 
of the study area with the eligibility criterion of having at least one child between 
the age of 6 and 9 years old.7 Each household in the total sample was randomly 
assigned to one of the three treatments (R/B/H).

As is standard in the field, the experiment was conducted by enumerators, which 
implies that the instructions were read—and often explained—by the enumerator. 
Sixty-two enumerators were hired and trained for the fieldwork. Each one received a 
list of households to visit and a tablet to conduct the interviews. The random alloca-
tion of households to treatments was computerized and the enumerators did not have 
any influence on the selection. Enumerators conducted face-to-face interviews in the 
households and only one person was interviewed per household.

The resulting sample size was n = 721 (by treatments, R: 239, B: 246, H: 236). 
Subjects were fully aware of their payment scheme. See Section A (OA) for details.

7 We followed this criterion because the experiment was part of a much larger intervention conducted by 
the DIME (The World Bank). In addition, the random selection of households followed a geographical 
criterion based on their distance from the catchment areas of the local schools.

6 The current average wage per hour in Spain was about 15 euros. Given the average duration of the 
experiment (30 min), subjects were paid at least 1.5 times the average wage.
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The experiment consisted of four tasks: coordination game, expectations, time 
discounting, and risk preferences. The TD task was always performed in third place. 
The payment scheme was held constant across the entire experiment: participants in 
the R treatment performed all four tasks with real money, whereas participants in the 
H (B) treatment performed all four tasks with hypothetical (BRIS) money.

To elicit time preferences, we used the same MPL (same interest rates) as in the 
lab experiment. Table 1 shows the payments. We re-calculated the payments to be 
able to pay about one-day average wages for the entire experiment (equal to 1080 
nairas or 3 USD). This resulted in a minimum payment of 400 nairas in the TD task. 
We randomly selected one of the 20 MPL choices for payment. For all participants 
in the R treatment and for the randomly selected 10% in the B treatment, we made 
the payments by charging their cell phones with the chosen amount on the date of 
the selected decision.

The study was approved by the Ethics Committees of Middlesex University Lon-
don and IRB Solutions (US). All participants signed a consent form.

4.3  Study III: Online experiment 1 (Prolific 1)

An increasing number of papers run experiments online using platforms such as 
Amazon Mechanical Turk, Behave4 Diagnosis, and Prolific Academic, among oth-
ers. In general, these experiments involve a more heterogenous sample pool than 
traditional laboratory subjects and there is less control over what subjects are doing 
when completing the experiment. While recent evidence suggests that online data 
are reliable (Horton et al., 2011; Rand, 2012; Arechar et al., 2018; Prissé & Jorrat, 
2022), the payment mechanism could still influence the behavior of these experi-
mental subjects and hence the elicitation of time preferences.

We therefore ran an online experiment using Prolific Academic. Prolific is a 
crowdsourcing platform for behavioral research. Regarding transparency, in Prolific 
subjects know that they have been recruited to participate in an experiment and are 
aware of the expected payments. Researchers can also screen the subject pool in a 
range of dimensions before inviting subjects (for more details, see Palan & Schitter, 
2018).

The experiment was published on Prolific on July 15th and lasted for four hours. 
Subjects were randomly assigned to treatments R, B, or H with probability 1/3. We 
restricted the sample to subjects living in the UK because it was the country with 
the largest number of potential participants in the platform. Additionally, we pre-
screened the subjects based on having available data on education, gender, and soci-
oeconomic questions to avoid losing observations with respect to the control vari-
ables. The experiment consisted of time, risk preferences, and dictator game tasks 
(always in this order). As in Study II, the payment scheme was held constant across 
the entire experiment, and we used the exact same MPL with adjusted payments (see 
Table 1).

The resulting sample size was n = 606 (by treatments, R: 187, B: 204, H: 215). 
Subjects were fully aware of their payment scheme. See Section A (OA) for details.
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As in studies I and II, we randomly selected one out of the 20 MPL decisions to 
compute the final payoffs. However, as Prolific forces researchers to pay a comple-
tion fee, all the participants received a fixed payment of £1.2. In addition, all the 
participants in treatment R and 1 out of 10 in B received a bonus payment corre-
sponding to the selected decision. These procedures were clearly explained in the 
instructions and the participants signed a consent form.

4.4  Study IV: Online experiment 2 (Prolific 2)

For Study IV, we conducted a parallel replication of Study III in Prolific but changed 
the long-term block: the delay considered in Study IV was one month rather than 
six months (see Table 1). That is, subjects in this study had to choose between a 
one-month delay option and a two-month delay option in the long-term block. This 
allowed us to test the sensitivity of the payment scheme to a shorter delay in long-
term decisions, which may have an effect (Cohen et al., 2020).

The selection of subjects, randomization, implementation, and payment proce-
dures were the same as in Study III. The resulting sample size was n = 592 (R: 193, 
B: 203, H: 196). See Section A (OA) for details.

5  Results

In this section, we analyze the four studies combined to answer Q1 and Q2. More 
specifically, we first standardize the dependent variables (beta, delta, and #later allo-
cations) to estimate the effect of H (Q1) and B (Q2) in terms of the SD of each vari-
able in R. Then, we provide an interpretable and comparable measure for each effect 
size and an overall effect for all the four studies combined based on random-effects 
meta-analysis. An analysis of the unstandardized effects sizes is provided in Sec-
tion B (OA). In addition, one particular concern regarding the use of hypothetical 
decisions is that they might increase variance, that is, noisy decision making (for 
example, due to lack of attention), but not necessarily change the average response 
(Camerer & Hogarth, 1999). Thus, we analyze whether response variance differs 
across treatments.8 In the OA we run a number of additional analyses for robustness.

5.1  Are hypothetical and real choices different (Q1)?

Figure 2 shows the results of the random-effects meta-analysis for the effect of 
treatment H on the four dependent variables considered, as expressed in terms 
of the SD of the variable in treatment R in the same study (similar to a Cohen’s 
d value). In all cases, we provide an estimate (with 95% CI) for the effect in 

8 Since the number of individuals making inconsistent choices, which is an alternative way of looking at 
noise, is very low in our experiments (see Table 2), and we even have enumerators who were trained to 
avoid inconsistencies in Study II, we relegate the analysis of potential between-treatment differences in 
inconsistencies to Section B (OA), where we examine each study in detail.
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each study and for the overall effect using the DerSimonian and Laird method 
for weighting the samples. The resulting weights are shown in the last column. 
In addition, we provide the I2 statistic of heterogeneity between studies and its 
P-value. If heterogeneity does not yield significance (as is the case in all the anal-
yses), we can say that the effects in the different studies come from the same dis-
tribution and that the variation can be attributed to chance. The results are con-
trolled for gender, age, education level, and enumerator in the case of Study II.

Fig. 2  Meta-analytic results for the H vs. R treatments
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The overall effect of H on beta is − 0.059 SD (95% CI = [− 0.164, 0.045]), 
which is not significant (P = 0.263), and it is not significant either in any of the 
studies. This also applies to delta, on which the overall effect of H is −  0.024 
SD (95% CI = [− 0.145, 0.097], P = 0.694). In terms of the (monthly) discount 
factors beta and delta, based on SDs of 0.172 and 0.096 as estimated in treat-
ment R, these effects are − 0.010 (95% CI = [− 0.028, 0.008]) and − 0.002 (95% 
CI = [− 0.014, 0.009]), respectively. For the number of later allocations in the 
short-term and long-term blocks, the overall effects are − 0.069 SD (95% CI = 
[− 0.174, 0.036], P = 0.200) and − 0.029 SD (95% CI = [− 0.157, 0.099], P = 
0.656), respectively.

All these effects are very small in size. In sum, for the four dependent variables, 
the comparison between treatments H and R is not significant either overall or in any 
individual study. Heterogeneity statistics suggest that the variation between studies 
is due to chance in all variables (all P > 0.27). More specifically, only between 0% 
(beta and short-term later allocations) and 23.2% (long-term later allocations) of the 
observed variability occurs across studies.

To analyze differences in variance, Table 3 shows the results of a series of vari-
ance ratio tests for all the four studies combined. Since the hypothesis is that real 
incentives trigger less noisy decisions, we conduct one-tailed tests against this 
hypothesis, that is, against SD(R)/SD(H) < 1. The results indicate that the hypoth-
esis of different variances in treatments H and R is not supported for any of the 
TD variables considered, except for a marginally significant difference in delta, for 
which H shows a greater variance than R (P = 0.082; all remaining P > 0.35).

According to the above results, neither the mean estimates nor the variances dif-
fer between treatments H and R. Still, the distributions may vary as a result of more 
complex factors. To test for potential differences in the observed distributions, we 
conduct Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests and report the P-values in Table 3. The results 
suggest that the distributions are not different for any of the variables (all P > 0.22). 
Figures B.1 to B.4 (OA) show the distribution of choices under H and R in the two 
blocks in studies I to IV, respectively.

Table 3  Variance ratio and KS 
tests for the H vs. R treatments

The null hypothesis is that the ratio between the standard deviation 
of the variable in the R group and the standard deviation in the H 
group is smaller than 1. *P < 0.1, **P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01

(1) Beta (2) Delta (3) #later 
alloc. (short)

(4) #later 
alloc. (long)

(i) Standard deviation by treatment
SD(R) 0.171 0.096 3.747 3.596
SD(H) 0.165 0.101 3.677 3.646
(ii) R vs. H
SD(R)/SD(H) 1.041 0.948 1.019 0.986
P (ratio < 1) 0.849 0.082* 0.688 0.358
Kolmogo-

rov–Smirnov 
(P-val)

0.847 0.229 0.996 0.998
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5.2  Are BRIS and real choices different (Q2)?

Figure 3 displays the meta-analytic results for the comparison between BRIS and 
real payment methods (i.e., treatment B vs. treatment R) using the same protocol 
as for treatments H vs. R. The overall effect of B on beta is − 0.063 SD (95% CI = 
[− 0.179, 0.053], P = 0.288), while on delta the estimation yields + 0.016 SD (95% 
CI = [− 0.126, 0.159], P = 0.821). In terms of the (monthly) discount factors beta 
and delta, based on aforementioned estimated SDs of 0.172 and 0.096, these effects 
are − 0.011 (95% CI = [− 0.031, 0.009]) and +0.001 (95% CI = [− 0.012, 0.015]), 
respectively. Regarding the number of later allocations, for treatment B we find an 
overall effect of − 0.077 SD (95% CI = [− 0.202, 0.049], P = 0.230) and +0.012 

Fig. 3  Meta-analytic results for the B vs. R treatments
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SD (95% CI = [− 0.130, 0.155], P = 0.864) for the short- and long-term blocks, 
respectively.

Therefore, all the overall effects are very small and non-significant, thus sug-
gesting that there are no relevant differences between treatments. Although we find 
marginally significant effects of about +0.19 SD in Study II for both delta and the 
number of allocations in the long-term block (P = 0.05), the heterogeneity statistics 
suggest that all between-study variation can be attributed to chance in all cases (all 
P > 0.19). Yet, compared to H vs. R, B vs. R yields larger heterogeneity in all cases 
(between 15.5% and 36.6% of the variability occurs across studies).

As regards differences in variation (i.e., noise), using the same protocol as above, 
Table 4 shows that for all the variables considered the aggregate SDs do not differ 
between treatments B and R (P > 0.16). Again, the above results indicate that nei-
ther the mean estimates nor the variances differ between these two treatments. The 
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test comparing both distributions does not yield significance 
for any of the variables either (all P > 0.31; see Table 4). Figures B.1 to B.4 (OA) 
show the distribution of choices under treatments B and R in the two blocks in stud-
ies I to IV, respectively.

5.3  Additional analyses

To check the robustness of our results, the OA extends the analysis in five ways. 
Section B revises results study by study and shows that all the aggregate results 
reported above are not dramatically different across studies. This analysis also shows 
that differences in terms of inconsistency of choices, which is a potentially interest-
ing alternative measure of noise, are non-systematic and typically non-significant 
(expect for a marginally higher inconsistency in B compared to R in Study I; but 
note that inconsistencies were in general very infrequent).

Section C focuses on ranges (in terms of Cohen’s d or SD) and equivalence tests. 
Applying this method, we can conclude that for any equivalence interval larger than 

Table 4  Variance ratio and KS 
tests for the B vs. R treatments

The null hypothesis is that the ratio between the standard deviation 
of the variable in the R group and the standard deviation in the B 
group is smaller than 1. *P < 0.1, **P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01

(1) Beta (2) Delta (3) #later 
alloc. (short)

(4) #later 
alloc. (long)

(i) Standard deviation by treatment
SD(R) 0.171 0.096 3.747 3.596
SD(B) 0.172 0.100 3.768 3.696
(ii) R vs. H
SD(R)/SD(B) 0.999 0.963 0.994 0.973
P (ratio < 1) 0.486 0.165 0.443 0.238
Kolmogo-

rov–Smirnov 
(P-val)

0.918 0.315 0.998 0.868
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0.16 SD around the beta estimated in R, both H and B are equivalent to R at 95% 
confidence level. In other words, we can reject with 95% confidence that hypotheti-
cal or BRIS payments change beta by more than 0.16 SD with respect to real pay-
ments (i.e., the beta discount factor is not altered by more than 0.028). For delta, the 
interval that deems H and B equivalent to R is 0.14 SD (i.e., the delta discount factor 
is not altered by more than 0.013). Regarding the number of later allocations in the 
short- and long-term blocks, the values of the minimum interval for equivalence are 
0.18 SD and 0.14 SD around the value in R, respectively. Thus, in aggregate terms, 
treatments H and B yield equivalent TD values as treatment R.

Section D analyzes alternative regression specifications (interval and binomial 
regressions) and shows that the results of the individual studies are robust to alterna-
tive regression specifications.

Section E, by means of a previously conducted online experiment (Study V), 
studies the potential effects of several design features typical of large-scale sur-
veys/experiments on hypothetical TD. The main results are: (i) having played other 
games before the TD hypothetical task leads to increased patience, especially for 
short-term discounting; and (ii) the order of the blocks in the hypothetical TD task 
do not seem to influence choices.

Finally, section F reports the meta-analytic comparison between treatments B and 
H for the sake of completeness (adding the aforementioned Study V). We find that 
treatment B is significantly associated with higher long-term patience than treatment 
H, but the result is uniquely driven by Study V.

6  General discussion

This paper systematically studies the impact of different incentive schemes in the 
elicitation of time preferences using MPLs. We cover lab, field, and online experi-
ments with very different subject pools in four experiments.

Our results show that for mean estimates, variances, and observed distributions, 
hypothetical incentives result in very similar time preferences as real incentives. 
This also applies to the BRIS payment method, in which only 10% of the partici-
pants are randomly selected to get the real payment. However, in some studies and 
for some variables, the BRIS method yields weak differences with respect to real 
rewards. In this sense, the BRIS results are slightly more ambiguous. Further studies 
should analyze more systematically different probabilities of getting paid.

These findings are in line with the lab (Johnson & Bickel, 2002; Lawyer et al., 
2011; Madden et al., 2003, 2004; Matusiewicz et al., 2013), and field literature (Har-
rison et al., 2002; Ubfal, 2016), as well as with a recent meta-analysis (Matousek 
et al., 2022).

Therefore, our analysis suggests that existing hypothetical MPL tasks, often used 
to gather TD data in the field, are indeed informative of individual time prefer-
ences. At least, the resulting preference measures are essentially not different from 
those elicited with real incentives. Our findings thus indicate that hypothetical time 
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preferences are a valid proxy for incentivized ones in “money earlier or later” (MEL) 
experiments. Yet, it must be said that whether choices over money are equivalent to 
choices over time-dated utility flows (i.e., what time preference models actually refer 
to) is debatable (Cohen et al., 2020).9

Apart from the obvious budget implications, eliminating real payoffs also reduces 
other problems: children can participate more easily in experiments, subjects do 
not need to disclose private information, and problems such as differing transaction 
costs and inflation rates are alleviated, among other advantages. This is good news 
for field studies that may include this sort of TD tasks with a minimal impact on 
their budgets.

There are, at least, two important limitations. First, our study focuses on MPLs. 
While there is an intense debate over whether CTBs (Convex Time Budgets) work 
better than MPLs, the latter have been used more extensively. A precise analysis 
of the impact of hypothetical decisions on CTBs is necessary. An exception is the 
recent work by Prissé (2022) who compared hypothetical, real, and BRIS payments 
using continuous MPL (a procedure in between MPL and CTB) and found that 
hypothetical decisions yield similar results as incentivized ones. This suggests that 
the current findings can be extended to other elicitation tasks. Second, our results 
are necessarily silent about the effect of different payment schemes in other tasks, 
particularly those tasks involving strategic interaction. Recent evidence on risk pref-
erence elicitation (Brañas-Garza et al., 2021a) is aligned with the current finding of 
no difference between hypothetical and real rewards (and weak effects for the BRIS 
method). Moreover, measures of social preferences appear to be affected by the use 
of hypothetical rewards and stake sizes. In particular, people tend to be less proso-
cial when incentives are real or when stakes are high (Brañas-Garza et al., 2021b; 
Clot et al., 2018; Larney et al., 2019).

This leads us to speculate that the validity of hypothetical rewards might be 
restricted to tasks in which there are no obvious socially desirable responses or 
demand effects (Zizzo, 2010) that may act as intrinsic motivators for behavior (and 
which need to be overridden by real incentives) as is the case in time and risk prefer-
ences tasks, but not in social preferences tasks. Future research should explore this 
hypothesis in greater depth.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https:// doi. 
org/ 10. 1007/ s10683- 022- 09776-5.
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